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Beyond the most basic step of 
simply finding entries, there’s  
much for language students to 
learn about effective printed  
and/or online dictionary use.  
Also, English-English dictionaries 
can be a effective vocabulary-
acquisition tools, especially if 
users know how to take advantage 
of what they offer. Here are 
some generic ideas for dictionary 
lessons and activities that focus 
on the essentials—vocabulary 
items, definitions, and word-
usage examples.     

DDICTIONARYICTIONARY  
DDEALINGSEALINGS  

 SPECIFIC TOPIC OF THESE INSTRUCTIONS: Dictionary Entries
(Vocabulary Items), Definitions, and Examples

 LANGUAGE LEARNING & PROFICIENCY LEVEL: High Beginning
Through High Intermediate

 MATERIALS: For each student or pair, a copy of the same printed
dictionary, preferably an English-English Learners’ Dictionary.
Or participants can agree to work with the same online electronic 
resource. Writing paper—and for some activities, Word, Phrase, 
and/or Sample Sentence (Example) Cards.  

IDEA HH: DICTIONARY DEALINGS  

To find the definition 

and examples of how to 

use a vocabulary item, 

you can look it up in the 

_________. 

dictionary 
  (noun) 

The most important 
function of a 

dictionary is to 
_______ vocabulary. 
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define 

(verb)
Definition:

a reference collection of

vocabulary items in 

alphabetical order, giving

their meanings and other
information 

Some helpful—but not essential—reusable dictionary lesson materials are sets of Vocabulary, 
Definition, and Example-in-Context cards that belong together (correspond to one another).  
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1. PRODUCING REUSABLE DICTIONARY-ACTIVITY MATERIALS. Because
vocabulary items can be dictated and/or written on a board or screen.
many dictionary-use activities require no pre-prepared materials at all.
On the other hand, simply-prepared Word, Phrase, and Sentence
Cards can add motivation and variety to dictionary lessons, offering
opportunity to learn by arranging or pairing language elements.
Some possibilities for reusable dictionary materials are corresponding
sets of cards displaying one, two or three of these kinds of language:
 DICTIONARY ENTRIES, vocabulary items printed as headwords in dictionaries—

(words and/or phrases students know or learn, along with their parts of speech) 

 DICTIONARY DEFINITIONS, the matching precise statements of meaning for the
vocabulary items, probably clarified, shortened, and/or simplified 

 DICTIONARY EXAMPLES OF USE IN CONTEXT, typical phrase or sentence samples
that include targeted vocabulary replaced by blank lines. Each example should 
illustrate use of the item as it is defined by the corresponding Definition Card.  

For convenience, it’s probably best to make all three cards the same 
size and shape. For ease of use, it might help to produce them on 
index cards or stock of three different shades. Perhaps students can 
produce the cards for future lessons during a dictionary-use session.  

H ow do educators or students know which words and phrases are worth 
acquiring (spending time on in or outside the classroom). Generally, these 

are the most appropriate and useful types of vocabulary items:  
 words and/or phrases that learners already know when they hear or see

them, including vocabulary they use in their own speech and writing, though 
perhaps in limited ways (in only one or two meanings or contexts) 

 vocabulary that is commonly used by educated native speakers in everyday
speech or writing, preferably in more than one meaning and/or in various 
contexts or situations 

 words and/or phrases that are interesting or amusing to learn about, or
items that will create curiosity about related vocabulary or similar items  

Probably, the best vocabulary for dictionary practice is “content words”—nouns, 
verbs, adjectives, adverbs; and a few unusually recurrent “function words.”  

I NSTRUCTIONS: How to Create &  
Use Dictionary-Lesson Materials 

definition 
(noun) 

An explanation of the meaning of a word is its ___________, a phrase including the same part of speech as the item itself 

Definition:
a phrase that explains

the meaning of a 

vocabulary item, often in  

a dictionary entry, without

including the item itself 

(Self-)
Teaching 

Tips:  
Choosing 

Dictionary-
Entry 

Items for 
Lessons & 
Activities 
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2. USING PREPARED DICTIONARY ITEM, DEFINITION, AND/OR EXAMPLE CARDS.
Here are some suggested ways to make use of Word, Phrase, and/
or Sentence Cards with blanks as prepared in Step 1 of IDEA HH.
They can be followed in order and/or adapted to unique situations.
 Each group of learners receives two sets of cards that correspond to each other,

such as Context-Example Cards (sentences with blanks) along with the cards 
displaying the vocabulary items that belong in the blanks. As a first step, they 
arrange the cards into pairs, putting each dictionary entry (word or phrase) 
together with its corresponding phrase or sentence example. In a three-column 
format on a piece of paper (group or individual), they copy the vocabulary item on 
the left and the phrase or sentence example on the right.  

IDEA HH: DICTIONARY DEALINGS  

 The second step is for learners to fill in the missing component of their Vocab
Charts, in this case the definitions. Higher-level students might try defining
each word or phrase in their own words before checking their use of language in      
a dictionary and revising it accordingly. Everyone should look up each item, 
copying (perhaps shortening or simplifying) the relevant definitions from the 
appropriate entry in the middle column. Give necessary help, making sure that 
learners locate and use the explanation that defines the item as it is used in     
the given context. Papers can be handed in for correction, comment, and/or        
a grade, and/or the material can be checked or reviewed during class time.  

VOCABULARY ITEM, 
with Part of Speech 

DEFINITION for the Item               
in Context (a Phrase 

Explanation) 

EXAMPLE of the Word in 
Context (a Phrase or 

Sentence) 

dictionary  (noun) To find definitions and examples, 
look up vocabulary online.  

define (verb) Dictionary activities help us to learn 
to define words.  

corresponding 
(adjective) 

It’s useful to be able to match words 
with their corresponding definitions 

and examples  

VOCABULARY ITEM, 
with Part of Speech 

DEFINITION for the Item               
in Context (a Phrase 

Explanation) 

EXAMPLE of the Word in 
Context (a Phrase or 

Sentence) 

dictionary  (noun) a reference book of vocabulary 
items in alphabetical order, giving 

their meanings and other 
information 

To find definitions and examples, 
look up vocabulary online.  

define (verb) to state the of explain the meaning 
of (a word or phrase)  

Dictionary activities help us to learn 
to define words.  

corresponding 
(adjective) 

matching closely; belonging 
together ; similar or related 

It’s useful to be able to match words 
with their corresponding definitions 

and examples  

review (verb) to look at, go over, examine, or 
study again 

To be able to use new vocabulary 
correctly in your own speech, be sure 

to review it several times. 
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A lthough learners’ dictionaries can be used for many vocabulary-acquisition 
purposes (including pronunciation, spelling, parts-of-speech, grammatical 

categorization, word associations), the main substance of each dictionary entry 
is its definitions and examples. The ability to choose and use words correctly in 
context—in expressions, sentences, and appropriate situations—takes priority 
over proficiency in defining items, explaining meaning, or other tasks. Even so, 
dictionary practice involving definitions can be helpful in various language-
development areas. including listening and reading comprehension, grammar and 
phrasing (especially of noun phrases with adjectives and adjective clauses).   

In case students have difficulty distinguishing between definitions and examples 
of items in context. Here are some differentiating characteristics:  

A Definition of a Vocabulary Item An Example of its Use in Context: 
 explains the meaning of the vocabulary item in

other words. It does not contain the actual word
or phrase it defines 

 illustrates the meaning and usage of the  item.
It includes the word or phrase in the same or
a different  form as the head word 

 is a phrase (not a full sentence) built around a
key word that is used in the same part of speech
as the item itself 

 can be either a phrase or a full sentence with
a subject and predicate

3. DICTIONARY GAMES.  Once language students have mastered the
fundamentals of (printed and/or online) dictionary use as to definitions
and examples, they can apply the principles to more imaginative, fun,
challenging, and/or practical settings. Here are a few ideas:
 THE GAME OF “DICTIONARY.” To prepare for a game called “Fictionary,”), collect

useful vocabulary that participants are likely to be unfamiliar with at current stages 
of language proficiency. In contrast to the “outrageous” items of commercial and 
online games of this format, the terms ought to have relevance to their lives.  

 The next step in a dictionary card-deck activity can serve to reinforce the
previous step—with the same or different dictionary-entry material (cards).     
If learners have already matched words or phrases with examples, this time 
they can match items with their definitions. Each group receives two sets of  
corresponding cards. They arrange these into pairs, putting each Dictionary 
Entry (word or phrase) together with its corresponding definition. In a three-
column format, they copy each item and its part of speech on the left and its 
definition in the middle. In the third column, they write a Sentence Example of 
their own, using the word or phrase as it is defined in the previous column—or 
they find and copy an appropriate example from the dictionary. The papers can 
be discussed in class and/or handed in for correction, comment, and/or grades.   

(Self-)
Teaching 

Tips:  
Dictionary 

Entries 
Containing 

Head 
Words, 

Definitions, 
& Examples 

The procedures and point of the classic Game of Dictionary, in which players try to guess which 
definitions of unknown words are the authentic (real) ones are so compelling that many variations have 
sprung up. In learning versions, however, the items should probably less “far out” and more realistic.   

HIGH BEGINNING LEVEL INTERMEDIATE “DIFFICULTY” MORE THAN ADVANCED
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To add the motivation of humor, you might include a few funny-sounding, slang, 
idiomatic, technical and/or special-use items to the Vocabulary List, such as 
android (noun), onomatopoeia (noun), thingamabob (noun), nincompoop (noun), 
nanosecond (noun), freak out (verb), mince words (idiom), out to lunch (idiom), 
a piece of cake (idiom), pièce de résistance (foreign phrase), and others.  
For each of the vocabulary items to be used in the Game of Dictionary, on a 
card or a piece of paper copy one of the major definitions of the word or phrase 
from the dictionary entry for that part of speech. Choose the most useful one.  
To play the game, announce the first item and print it on a board or screen.    
On  cards or papers that look the same as the one on which the correct 
definition is written, participants write their own guesses as to the meaning of 
the unfamiliar item (serious or tongue-in-cheek). If the group is large, students 
should work in pairs or threesomes so that there will not be too many attempted 
definitions to work with and recall. Although they will be inventing their answers, 
their created definitions should sound as authentic and correct as possible—or 
at least plausible according to how the word looks or sounds.  
Collect all the definitions. Shuffle them in a pack that includes the authentic 
meaning—the one actually copied from the dictionary. One by one, read them 
aloud, designating them as “first,” “second,” “third,” and the like so that listeners 
will be able to refer to them easily. Participants may want to jot down notes on 
those that sound plausible or real.  After all the possibilities have been read 
aloud, they can request second readings.  
Then it is time to “vote” on the best (most authentic-sounding) definition. All 
those that believe that a particular meaning explanation is the real one cast  
their vote for it. Finally, the “true and authentic” answer is given and discussed.  
In “scoring” the game, everyone that chose the correct definition for a 
vocabulary item receives five points. All players receive a point for each vote 
that their definition received—that is, for each person they “deceived” with their 
linguistic creation. After a predetermined number of vocabulary items, or when 
time is called, the person or team with the highest score is the winner.  

 “DAFFINITIONS.” A kind of word play enjoyed by both children and adults is
hearing and/or creating crazy meaning explanations based on puns or other 
humor suggested by vocabulary items. There are some examples from various 
sources like joke books, newspapers, and magazines):  

arson (noun) = our male child protein = in favor of teenagers

belong (verb) = to take your time paralyze = two untruths

carpet (noun) = a puppy that
likes riding in the car

Washable = something a cowboy
does carefully with soap and water

Choose vocabulary items at or just above students’ language-proficiency levels. 
List five to ten of them on a board or screen. If helpful, review their real meanings.   
Then read aloud the “daffinitions” in random order. Listeners try to match what 
they hear with the corresponding vocab. Discuss the humor. Encourage people
to make up their own funny definitions for those and other vocabulary items.  

figurative po
etry 

in tweets o
r 

messaging  

sample real 
+ made-up
definitions

for the 
”Game of 

Dictionary” 

hy
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e 
(n
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n
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 an overa
ctive 

container for
  

eatin
g soup 

earth-colored clay on top of a deck or patio 

extravagant 
exaggeration 

the seed vessel 
or pod highest 

on a plant  
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Levels = High Beginning to   
Advanced  (How to Adapt)  
 If necessary, teach students the fundamentals of dictionary use before beginning small-

group and individual activities. Point out the features of a typical learners’ dictionary,
including the Pronunciation Key, the introductory Instructions for Use (“Guide to Using
the Dictionary”), the appendices, and/or other special aids. Provide necessary practice, 
perhaps competitive “races,” in alphabetizing (putting words into alphabetical order), using 
the guide words at the tops of dictionary pages, and locating entries (head words) quickly. 
Project some typical entries onto a screen and make sure learners can recognize, locate, 
and interpret its various features—especially the head words, parts of speech, related 
words and phrases, definitions, and examples of item usage in context.  

 For beginners, choose and use vocabulary items from an simpler dictionary—one with
fewer entries that uses basic language in its definitions and examples. Lessons and games
should contain fewer and more common vocabulary items too, perhaps words that are only 
one part of speech and that have only one or two fundamental meanings. At least at first, 
complete vocabulary charts together—on a board or screen. Allow plenty of time; give help.   

 To expand dictionary card group work, add a fourth kind of card—probably copies of the
sound-symbols that show the pronunciation of the vocabulary items. Then the cards
showing four kinds of corresponding information (the entry head words, the pronunciation 
symbols, the definitions, and the examples) can be used for a large variety of matching 
activities, including some detailed in IDEA FF, FOUR-OF-A-KIND CARD DECKS & GAMES.  

 At other times, conduct dictionary activities without the use of vocabulary item (head word),
pronunciation, definition, and/or example cards. Begin and display a Vocabulary Chart  with
some or all these column headings: 

Vocabulary 
Item (Word 
or Phrase) 

Pronunciation 
(Phonetic 
Symbols) 

Part of 
Speech  

Definition 
(Explanation of 

Meaning) 

Example of Use 
in Context 

For each vocabulary item to be listed in the chart, fill in only some of the relevant info,  
perhaps just the item, the part of speech, and the definition—or the item and an example   
of its use in context. Individually or in groups, participants copy the partially filled-in chart. 
They compete in locating and writing in the missing information.  

For variety and more challenge, learners can try to guess and fill in vocabulary items from 
the definitions and examples in context (replaced by blanks) only—or from just one of 
these at a time. They should check their guesses in a dictionary, of course, and then 
proceed to fill in the corresponding boxes for each item.  

The most “advanced” activity related to the suggestions in IDEA HH: DICTIONARY DEALINGS    
is for students to create partially filled-in vocabulary charts of their own, based on their own 
choice of vocabulary items. Participants exchange charts to complete them by looking up 
the relevant items in their dictionaries. The chart creators should get them back to check 
their classmates’ responses.  
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